A conceptual framework for understanding behavioral factors in public transport mode choice in Southeast Asia
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Abstract: Public transportation is vital for meeting the mobility demands of rapidly expanding Southeast Asian countries. To create effective transportation policies and support sustainable urban movement, it is essential to understand the factors driving individual’s choice decisions about transportation modes. This review paper seeks to establish a behavioral theory-based conceptual framework that thoroughly examines and finds the primary influences on individual mode choices within Southeast Asia. We propose a two-stage framework that blends the ‘Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)’ with the ‘capability, opportunity, and motivation-behavior (COM-B) model’. This synthesis enables the consideration of a broad spectrum of individual-level factors affecting public transport preferences. Ultimately, this review enhances existing knowledge and provides guidance for future research and policy initiatives aimed at fostering sustainable transportation systems across Southeast Asia.
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1. Introduction

Mode choice is characterized by fare level, trip characteristics, and socio-demographic factors where perception and attitudinal factors influence the choice preferences (Dios et al., 2015). Very deeply, attitudinal statements from passenger perceptions may affect socio-economics and travel behavior of mode choice. Then it could be stated that effective interaction and perception of diversity amongst travelers remain as factors that influence mode choice (Van et al., 2014). While the magnitude of cultural, socio-economic development and the degree of development are differences between Western and Eastern regions. These interventions seem to affect travel attributes that are antecedent to travel behavior, attitudes, intentions, and norms, which are broadly non-generalizable (Van et al., 2014). A close relationship was found where travel time and travel demand studies have gained a prospective future in mode choice studies, which perform a crucial role in the socio-economic growth of any nation (Tsai et al., 2012). Involvement in several countries has revealed that the extent of fares may be a useful tool for encouraging individuals to choose public transport. More specifically unpredictable one-way fare passengers are less conscious of varying in travel fare (Lamondia et al., 2010). In their view, the individual’s traveler tends to adopt different cost change techniques. It is likely to vary by the distance of the
journey, destination, travel mode, time paid on traveling, and also the reliability of the journeys (Mohammadzadeh, 2020; Zhou et al., 2024).

In the last few decades, many scholars have intended to establish a feasible travel mode based on significant influencing factors that emphasize the transportation planning sectors. They are in the process of identifying the factors to estimate the features of the built environment such as density location, road network, transit service level, and involvement of employment and business, that related to transit use (Idrisa et al., 2015). Review from behavioral theories will provide the insight that individual’s perception and attitude have the capabilities to influence the decision of choice (Ajzen and Fishbein, 2005; Martin Fishbein et al., 2018). Critically reviewed passenger mode choice decision differs in spatial features, such as density and mixed land-use patterns (Rasouli and Timmermans, 2014; Zhu et al., 2023). Therefore, attribute perceptions and travel behavior can reciprocally affect individually. Travel behavior might be the main factor for individual’s choice decisions, while an urban structure at the location of residence influences travel behavior (Ashik et al., 2024). Therefore, understanding the factors that affect public transportation mode choice is crucial for the development of effective transportation systems (Banister and Hickman, 2013; Litman, 2008). Numerous studies have emphasized on North America by Frank et al. (2008), and Rodríguez and Joo (2004). Western Europe and Australia based study was conducted by Eboli and Mazzulla (2009), Schwanen and Mokhtarian (2005), Tsai et al. (2012), and Beirão and Sarsfield Cabral (2007). Studies conducted in the United States, Western Europe, and Australia can provide a significant synergy for Southeast Asian countries. Only a few studies have uncovered the use of public transportation in East and Southeast Asian countries. Thus, the question remains unanswered as to:

RQ1: Do public transport users in Southeast Asian countries exhibit distinct travel behavior patterns that influence their mode choice?

Although, little efforts have been generated by the past studies towards exploring socio-economic and individual’s perception on psychological factors with a view of mode choice of travelers. Despite this fact, Idrisa et al. (2015) explored a direct relationship between attitudinal and perception factors and inferred that these situations are more related with mode choice preference. In accordance with this, that physiological factors have a positive relationship based on socio-economic factors with attitudinal perceptions towards vehicle ownership, vehicle availability, travel time, and travel cost with mode choice (Madhuwanthi et al., 2016). Therefore, attribute research focuses more on the attribute perception and travel behavior factors than traditional research in the field of mode choices. Besides, the previous investigations suggested that these cannot be importantly organized to the study of perception based relationships because there is no recommended methodology for investigative differences in attribute perception and travel behavior. Though, current estimations have the effect of adopting a connection of bus service developments approached on travelers’ perceptions (Diab and El-Geneidy, 2012; Mahmoud and Hine, 2013).

The results of these arguments have carried out a gap of attribute perception focused on the influential factors towards mode choice of public transport users. There are obvious differences between psychological factors and attribute perception on the understanding of the mode related, in particular, to issues that were incorporating the utility functions for the chosen mode development (Domarchi and Tudela, 2008;
Karimi et al., 2024). A key issue relates to the fact that psychological factors are directly incorporated in most cases without any underlying relation between dummy variables and latent variables (Idris et al., 2015), although several literatures have studied on travel demand and behavior, which is mainly Western-based (Garcia et al., 2009; Steg, 2005). Other researchers have similarly contemplated the case of Southeast Asia (SEA)-based research, which has concentrated to peoples’ perception from an instrumental and functional point of view (Soehodho and Rahadiani, 2012).

Rapid urbanization and economic growth in Southeast Asia have led to significant changes in transportation patterns (Ou et al., 2022). Understanding mode choice behavior, the way individuals select their mode of travel (car, motorbike, bus, etc.), is crucial for sustainable urban development (Venter et al., 2019). However, existing research often overlooks the unique characteristics of the region (Loo et al., 2015). This review explores the specific challenges and factors influencing mode choice in Southeast Asian countries. A key challenge lies in the dominance of motorcycles. While offering affordability and convenience, motorcycles contribute to congestion and air pollution (Zhou et al., 2024). Studies like Azhar and Mohd Zahari (2022) highlight this challenge and the need for alternative solutions. Another characteristic feature is the predominance of informal transit, including paratransit services like motorcycle taxis and jeepneys (Jeep). Research by Phun et al. (2018) examines how these options influence travel behavior alongside formal public transport systems. Beyond traditional factors like travel time and cost, psychosocial aspects also play a significant role. Research by Guo et al. (2020) explores how perceptions of comfort, safety, and social status can influence mode choice. This review highlights the need for a nuanced understanding of mode choice behavior in Southeast Asia. By considering the region’s specific challenges and characteristics, policymakers can develop more effective strategies to promote sustainable and equitable transportation systems.

Hence, in order to address the associated challenges and deficiencies, this research aims at developing an integrative framework for travelers’ mode choice in the context of attribute perception factors by adopting COM-B model (Michie et al., 2011). This is an important effort to fill the existing gap for the policy makers to design effective choice model for public transport use in the future.

The paper is structured as follows: Section two provides a brief overview of the theoretical foundation by outlining theories related to travel behavior, which enables an understanding of the factors influencing travel behavior. Next, we develop a study approach to answer the research question. In the fourth section, we present a conceptual framework for the role of COM-B factors in travel mode choice towards public transport use. The fifth section presents an integrative conceptual framework that links the results of the literature review in detail. The sixth section provides findings and policy implication strategies. Finally, the conclusion of this study is discussed.

2. Theoretical foundation

Underpinning theories

Over the past decade, the most challenging task has been to decrease private care
dependency and increase public transport use. Several behavioral theories have been
developed, specifically, the Norm Decision-making Model (NDM) another name
Norm Activation Model (NAM) (Schwartz and Howard, 1981), Theory of
Comprehensive Action Determination Model (CADM) (Klöckner and Blöbaum,
2010) and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991). Among these theories,
TPB is extensively employed in transport studies to investigate the impact of
interferences on travel behavior change (Donald et al., 2014; Lai and Chen, 2011;
Thorhauge et al., 2016). But this literature has some limitations of research addressing
the difficulties faced by personal characteristics and external conditions when applied
to travel behavior studies. The above issues determined by Michie et al. (2011) and
managed him to propose the COM-B model for effecting behavioral change. This
perspective integrates COM-B and TPB to suggest a mode choice model. This study
is structured toward TPB and COM-B model. Therefore, this study conceptualizes the
attribute perception of travelers as well as their mode choice behavior. The theory and
model adopted have been applied in the understanding of how travel attribute
perception factors affect the traveler mode choice behavior on public transport use.
Both theory and model have been explained in great depth in the following section.

TPB contemplates that the conceptualization of the behavioral decision
comprises three attributes which are, relying on the peoples’ attitude, subjective
norms, and perceived behavioral control (Ajzen, 1991). The theory explains that
human behavioral intention strength is the primary determinant to support behavioral
concept (Kaewkluengklom et al., 2017). While a significant amount of literature has
been published on the processes related to building up a relationship between attitudes
and behavioral intentions, the individual shape TPB has made it probable to clarify the
choice of travel mode regarding the relative impact. The attitude and subjective norms
and the high perceived behavioral control in the predictions are expected to change
behavioral positions where attitudes are normative and robust impact is more
dominant. In a behavior study, Loo et al. (2015) highlighted that the three factors are
reasoned with TPB, attitude towards behavior has a significant influence (for example,
in the two Dutch regions of Zuid-Holland and Limburg, the majority of people intend
to travel by car); students’ mode choices in six Asian countries (Van Cranenburgh et
al., 2014); departure time choice of flexible working time car commuters in
Copenhagen (Thorhauge et al., 2016). Bamberg et al. (2010) found the perceived
behavioral control and attitude expected intention to use a bus, which intention
affected choice behavior. Perceived behavioral control also has essential effects on
behavioral intention towards future sky train usage in Phnom Penh (Long et al., 2011);
and intention to use a motorbike in Taipei and Kaohsiung cities in Taiwan (Chen and
Lai, 2011). Besides, discovered that the subjective norm is that the most influential
factor of intention to change from private vehicles to public transport. In parallel to
the TPB as a systematic process, habitual behavior was also the main predictor to
expose travel behavior (Nordfjærn and Rundmo, 2015).

This study underpinning theory of TPB is hinged on as an applicable framework
to methodically illuminate the different dimensions of travel behavior and attitude
influencing by behavior beliefs (Thamizh Arasan and Vedagiri, 2011; Thøgersen,
2006). Yet, some specific aspects of attitude, such as a traveler’s experience and
reflection at various scales, have been less explored. Additionally, the intense
knowledge and experience that people had gathered among public transport users is a reflection of people’s perceptions and specific modes. However, the productive relationship between traveler’s perception and attitude could be a remarkable indicator in exploring whether travel behavior in other areas of everyday life can help us better understand the influencing forces behind mode choice. Understanding the attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control (PBC) is essential, as it provides an understanding of what is to be structured and arranged within the context of particular travelers.

The increasing importance of the COM-B model is linked to recent changes in conceptualization of an integrated behavioral framework. However, COM-B model in this context is synonymously gaining popularity in social science, behavioral studies, and a link of other study fields, specifically about identifying the human behavioral indicator factors. That is why policy makers are trying to link through the problem statement, as a benefit of the COM-B model is that the model is exogenous, rational and connected to an inclusive model of individual behavior (Michie et al., 2011). However, COM-B model moves by incorporating individual capability, opportunity and motivation (Michie and Johnston, 2012).

The COM-B model outlines three key factors influencing individual’s public transport use: capability, opportunity, and motivation. Capability factors, related to individual’s experience, consider characteristics, demographics, and economic status (Sen, 1993). Opportunity focuses on external elements that make using public transport accessible, such as land use, service availability, and pedestrian-friendly environments (Michie et al., 2011). Finally, motivation encompasses factors like attitudes, social pressure (subjective norms), perceived ease or difficulty of use (perceived behavioral control), and intentions to use public transport (Michie et al., 2011). Previous research often focused on only one or two of these aspects. While some studies like those by Frank et al. (2008), and Titheridge and Hall (2006) explored how demographics (linking to opportunity and capability) influence mode choice, others like Chen and Chao (2011) examined the connection between attitudes, perceived control, and subjective norms on intentions and travel choices.

Meanwhile, this study underpins the theory that mode choice is supported by a variety of these interlinked factors, which influence mode choice in response to adaptations of the COM-B factors in reducing the gap between actual and previous activity participation factors, as shown in Figure 1. Hence, this study attempts to answer the question that, can a conceptual framework linking capability, opportunity, and motivation make an important contribution to traveler mode choice?
3. Study approach

This study aims to develop an integrated conceptual framework for understanding travel mode choice behavior using the COM-B model. The core concepts of capability, opportunity, and motivation will be extracted from the travel behavior and mode choice literature. These concepts are not always clearly defined, and their application can vary depending on the research context (Axhausen, 2006). Researchers often incorporate these concepts with their own interpretations, leading to potential inconsistencies. However, these differing interpretations can be complementary, offering a robust understanding of main conceptual theme (Snyder, 2019). This review aims to comprehensively explore relevant research traditions that inform the studied topic. Unlike traditional approaches that rely on effect sizes, it synthesizes these traditions using overarching narratives (meta-narratives) to provide a deeper understanding of complex issues (Wong et al., 2013). While encompassing broad areas and diverse study types, this approach emphasizes research transparency. A well-developed research strategy allows readers to assess the justification of the judgments made (referring to RQ1), ensuring their reasonableness for both the chosen topic and the methodologies employed (Snyder, 2019). Due to the variability in how these concepts have been applied, a comprehensive literature review is necessary. This review will focus on foundational concepts (Wong et al., 2013), rather than solely on their application within mode choice studies. The specific sources for these concepts can vary.

This study will employ a particular approach to analyze the identified concepts.
and their interactions in the context of travel mode choice. A comprehensive literature review will be conducted to identify the key elements and their interrelationships within each concept. This process will involve striking a balance between drawing detailed insights from specific studies and capturing the fundamental aspects of each concept. These key elements will then be systematically categorized under the three core dimensions of the COM-B (Capability, Opportunity, and Motivation). This categorization will serve as the foundation for developing an initial, integrative conceptual framework. This framework will visually represent the connections between these dimensions within the context of travel mode choice.

4. A conceptual approach to understanding behavioral factors in public transport

Underpinning theories have provided a clear understanding of the close relationship between behavior and intention. In this section, we aim to conceptualize previous studies focusing on travel attribute factors that fall under the COM-B framework, which includes capability, opportunity, and motivation. These factors have been identified as influential in shaping public transport mode choice behavior.

4.1. Capability: Socio-demographic characteristics

The study of social exclusion, which examines limitations on an individual’s ability to participate in activities due to transportation constraints, is gaining prominence. Research suggests that socio-demographic factors like low income, lack of vehicle ownership, inadequate housing, unemployment, and age can restrict a person’s transportation capabilities and contribute to social exclusion (Titheridge et al., 2014). Consequently, this study utilizes socio-demographic characteristics as indicators of capability. Numerous studies have demonstrated the profound impact of socio-demographics on travel behavior (Limtanakool et al., 2006). Likewise, age, gender, economic status or financial condition, level of education, household size, and private car ownership are major factors in influencing travel behavior (Rasouli and Timmermans, 2014; Soehodho and Rahadiani, 2012). Notably, age has been indicated as a significant correlated factor of alternative transport mode selection. Concerning income, individuals with high incomes appeared to be at a higher trend to drive than those with lower incomes, even once every group keeps inside the common areas with unique access to the structure. A convenient justification for this result is that the high-income people can use private vehicles (Vega-Gonzalo et al., 2024). The attitudinal habit of private vehicle use can be explored to a great extent by the youngsters, and is higher among male than female (Jakobsson et al., 2011). Socio-demographic factors corresponding to income, education, car accessibility, age, gender, and education are also used in several mode choice models. Among various types of travelers associated variables, income has been utilized the most in the models (Zhou, 2012). For example, higher-income travelers are usually presumed to decide on an alternative mode that gives a quick and reliable service even though it is costly. Likewise, Berrill et al. (2024) and Limtanakool et al. (2006) studied the effects of age, gender, education, household size, income, and car accessibility on mode choices decision. Besides that, vehicle ownership, safety, and comfort have also become important factors.
influencing travel mode choice (Minal and Ravi Sekhar, 2014).

Klein (2017) explored how land use patterns and socio-demographic factors interact to influence travel behavior. Their investigations considered elements like income, vehicle ownership, household size, age, gender, education level, personality traits, employment status, driver’s license possession, and individual attitudes. Additionally, previous research has revealed that socio-demographic, attitudinal, and cultural variables influence individuals to make a choice between different travel decisions (d’Ovidio et al., 2014; Sharaby and Shiftan, 2012).

Similar to other studies, Antipova and Wilmot (2012) demonstrated the significant influence of both socio-demographic characteristics and neighborhood design on commuting patterns. Additionally, research by Bottai et al. (2006) revealed that factors like age and gender played a role in shaping travel behaviors, specifically daily trip frequency and distances traveled. Besides that, it was also inferred that location is an important factor that affects the time, cost, and accessibility of various transport modes (Ashik et al., 2024; van Soest et al., 2020). Ashik et al. (2024) investigated different aspects of location or ownership of vehicle influence mode choice. Their study found that not only location or ownership, but the person’s relevant affective factors concerning mode choice were also of importance.

4.2. Opportunity: Transport provision

Opportunity is the external aspect that influences a person’s choice of travel mode. The extrinsic factors may include the service of public transportation: (i) transport service availability, (ii) accessibility of transport, and (iii) land use. The following section will examine previous research exploring the ways these factors shape public transport utilization.

4.2.1. Transport service availability and quality

Numerous investigations identified with mode choice decision have considered three significant factors as explanatory variables which are, travel time, travel cost, and service frequency (Mugion et al., 2018). Although previous research has investigated the links between service availability, quality, and mode selection, furthermore, operational performance was evaluated, including effectiveness and efficiency (Friman et al., 2020). As a result, passengers’ perceptions of service quality based on demand side features are discrete from authorities’ perceptions of operational performance, which is concerned with the supply side and is more focused on expanding bus service and ridership. Several studies have been conducted to assess the quality of bus service from the perspective of users. Interestingly, the analysis revealed that the most highly-valued service quality attributes for public transport users are frequency, reliability, travel time, comfort, cleanliness, bus stop amenities, and seat availability (Borhan et al., 2019; dell’Olio et al., 2011; Eboli and Mazzulla, 2009).

On the other hand, waiting time concerning the uncertainty of a specific transit vehicle also affects the passenger choice decision (Shelat et al., 2021). This is applicable to waiting time that has been determined, because “people do not mind waiting for specific mode if they know how long it is going to be”. In other words, if the passenger wastes time, at least they know the fixed time (Boyle et al., 2012).
Studies have found that the waiting time concerning the uncertainty of a specific transit vehicle also affects the passenger choice decision (Shelat et al., 2021). Reducing waiting time and scope to improve passenger satisfaction and increase vehicle ridership is an example of this measure that can be used positively. As a result, the necessity for rethinking the value of information may have a significant influence on waiting time to improve route and mode choice behavior. While other analyses reported socio-demographic profiles, trip characteristics, and transport mode influenced by the travel distance (Convery and Williams, 2019). While related, comfort is one of the major concerning issues in travel attributes that can be used to assess the quality of public transport services (dell’Olio et al., 2011; Eboli et al., 2016; Eboli and Mazzulla, 2009). Eventually, this leads to increasing the passengers’ expectation leading to high-quality service in the most extreme conditions (e.g., in adverse weather, sufficient seats, ample space, and accessibility and reliability information during the journey, smooth travelling or no vibration (Eboli and Mazzulla, 2009). However, also related to quality services are attributes like the vehicle performance and running conditions, reduction of the uncertainty of vehicle arrival and departure, or reliable information, which help reduce the dissatisfaction level of individual travelers’ choices (Sekulić et al., 2013).

Besides, some adaptive factors integrated with an accessible riding environment and in-vehicle travel time being less than the actual travel time can ensure a reliable and comfortable journey. In this sense, comfort level can be changed due to change in passengers’ perceptions of perceived journey time and reasonable riding environment evaluations (Litman, 2008). Similarly, reliability attribute may affect upon information-seeking travel behaviors, passengers may be more likely to concern out alternative modes and schedules, which focuses of accuracy and the context of public transportation services reflected by the different characteristics, depending on how passengers perceive the reliability attribute. The reliability in public transport is linked between origin to the destination while passengers are moving from one place to another place and this activity is set out by passengers to complete the journey most reliably (Fu and Xin, 2007; Yeboah et al., 2019). In fact, passengers expect the most reliable and best service route concerning fare and service. However, individual mode choice preference for the speed of service is not necessarily paid directly (Antoniou et al., 2007) and this perspective has conceptually defined two possible reasons, even if being late to work is likely to have negative repercussions, commuters essentially place a high value on the predictability that comes with a reliable transportation network (Bhat and Sardesai, 2006). Besides these, many studies have been created towards studying travelers’ perception of mode choice (Nyairangwe and Mbara, 2007). Spears et al. (2013) supported a broader view in explaining the influenced mode choice behavior integrated by the conceptualized the perception-intention-adaptation (PIA) framework to relate socio-demographic, built environment, transit service, and socio-psychological factors. This implies that perception based statements will provide some service attributes to estimate the quality of services on passenger perception (dell’Olio et al., 2011).

4.2.2. Accessibility of transport

The accessibility of public transportation is the extent to which persons may
access geographically distributed activities using public transportation. According to Murray and Stimson (1998), public transportation accessibility into three categories: access to and from sources and destinations; access by public transportation or network; and accessibility by public transportation mode. To use public transportation, one must have “access,” which is defined as “the opportunity and cost for system use depending on proximity to the service” (Murray and Stimson, 1998). Access mode refers to the way of access to public transport stops chosen by passengers. Therefore, the price and availability of public transportation are just as important as the distances between service points and the origins and destinations. Passengers are flexible about trip time and exit location because of the importance of travel distance to their decision. Due to its high intention of travel-time savings, faster modes of public transportation plan to attract passengers from long distances (Pineda and Lira, 2019).

Even with other modes of access available, walking remains fundamental for reaching public transportation. As a universal form of mobility, walking benefits all individual’s regardless of socioeconomic background. This is particularly true for those who might not have access to alternative transportation options, such as people with disabilities, older adults, children, and people with limited income (WALK21, 2006). One crucial measure of accessibility to public transportation is the walking distance from residences or destinations to various transit stops and stations (including bus, metro, tram, and railway) (Transport for London, 2010).

4.2.3. Land-use

Land-use factors have a significant influence on travel behavior. Land use diversity along with design features and density of development of the built environment the 3Ds have been found to influence trip frequencies, travel distances, and mode choice. Density measures a means of investigating urban form or land use (Hanni and Rao, 2024). This perspective accumulates the relationship between density and gasoline use, which was a substitution of urban form portrayed by population density and job density (Newman and Kenworthy, 2007). Land-use mix describes the integration of different types of land uses within a specific area. This might include offices, shops, restaurants, banks, and various other activities (Iannillo and Fasolino, 2021). It seeks to explore the crucial situations for developing prospective dimensions relating multi-function land use, short blocks, and configuration constructions (Rowley, 2010). Research by van Acker and Witlox (2011) demonstrated a positive correlation between diverse land use and public transport utilization for commuting and general trips. Further analysis using a binomial logit model indicated that residential density may have a greater influence on transport choices than the specific mix of land uses (Hanni and Rao, 2024).

The availability and quality of transportation infrastructure significantly influence mode choice. Adequate pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, such as dedicated lanes and safe crossings, encourage walking and cycling trips (Shbee, 2023). Conversely, a lack of such infrastructure can be a limiting, particularly for safety concerns (Cheng and Chen, 2015). Similarly, the availability and accessibility of public transportation systems, including stations, stops, and reliable connections, play a crucial role in attracting users (Saif et al., 2019). Studies suggest that a well-developed public transportation network can lead to a shift away from private vehicle
use (Mugion et al., 2018).

Government policies play a significant role in shaping mode choice behavior. Policies such as fuel taxes, parking regulations, tolls, and subsidies for public transportation can influence the relative cost of different travel modes (Qin et al., 2014; Yang and Wang, 2018). Additionally, investments in infrastructure development and land-use planning strategies that promote compact, mixed-use development can encourage walking, cycling, and public transportation use (Bibri et al., 2020; Duan et al., 2023).

4.3. Motivation factors for public transport use

TPB factors are categorized under motivational factors of travel mode choice as follows.

4.3.1. Attitude

The attitude factor as a rational feature has a significant effect on intentions, which consists of perceived outcomes or attributes of the behaviour (Ajzen, 2005; Liu et al., 2015; Loo et al., 2015). Following that, the expectancy by Kuppam et al. (1991) also found that the attitudinal factors were more imperative than demo-graphic variables in revealing mode choice decisions. Similarly, attitude towards transit service reliability and hassle-free influenced the mode choice decision (Popuri et al., 2011). In the attitude context, identified transparent and clear service quality indicators in the selection of mode choice can be influenced by the passenger’s intention to choose modes (Mahmoud and Hine, 2013).

On the other hand, psychological factors that lead to a strengthening of attitudes but are not reflected to policymakers can also contribute towards community preferences. This argument is underpinned by the fact that studies that explore psychological factors are very limited (Fujii and Taniguchi, 2006); such as, travel smart (James, 2002). In particular, through communication and influence to give travel data and incentives, or to utilize business strategies exploring specific travel behavior of individual’s, such analyses have effectively replicated in attitude and decreased the car dependency and improved the tendency to use public transport (Fujii and Taniguchi, 2006). A reasonable reason for this attitude is that individuals will adopt a preference if they have perceived that it would help them to distinguish private cars versus public transport. Such psychological investigation might be useful for measuring the transportation demand. Additionally, behavioral intention measure is a significant psychological variable that identifies the actual choice, where attitude severely affects behavioral intention, as shown in Ajzen’s theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991).

Besides, from previous studies, attitudes towards travel modes and the presence of psychological factors were considered good indicators of the commuter travel mode (Osman Idris et al., 2015). It is therefore important for developing countries to explore and evaluate the role of attitudes toward travel modes on the behavioral intention of choosing a commuting mode before boarding on any psychological approaches to multimodal transportation.

4.3.2. Subjective norms

Subjective norm is a feature of normative intention, which establishes perceptions
of particular significance to others’ choices, about whether one should or should not engage in the behavior. Loo et al. (2015) highlighted the users’ perceptions of mode and travel behavior influencing drivers’ mode choice decisions. It follows that non-instrumental motivations may act as an important role for trips for relaxation or family needs which are probable to be less efficient (Garcia et al., 2009). Accordingly, Loo et al. (2015) found a positive relationship between attitudinal and socio-economic factors and considerably interrelated this to the three psychological motivations of public transport use.

4.3.3. Perceived behavioral control

Spears et al. (2013) studied the effects of attitude and perception on travel behavior by developing a PIA (Perception-Intention-Adaptation) framework. Accordingly, Hu et al. (2015) found that passengers’ behavioral intentions were evaluated from the performance of services and the character of these perceptions was realized in travel decisions. Furthermore, it was shown that the reliability and comfort of bus services were the most influential factors on passenger perception, as compared to the availability and safety of the mode. Consequently, a number of studies have employed perception-based methods to assess service quality. The transportation research board’s manual included specific procedures for measuring transit service based on customer perceptions (Hu et al., 2015). Iseki and Smart (2013) proposed an evaluation of transportation facility perceptions using importance-satisfaction metrics. Diana (2012) evaluated multimodal travelers’ perceptions of transit services using satisfaction measures and analyzed the attitudinal data using a one-score method.

Investigated by Wan and Lo (2005), the traveler mode choice behavior using perception base attribute value was found to affect the choice behavior of transit passengers. Therefore, the degree of transit passengers’ perceptions were composed to determine which service performance had influenced the travel decision (Hu et al., 2015; Thamizh and Vedagiri, 2011) indicate that perceptions of mode choice attributes are important in identifying the possibility of mode change from private to public transport. Accordingly, Wen et al. (2012) also highlight that bus transit passengers are eager to pay extra fare charges for better services, which include comfort in the bus (e.g., cleanliness and air conditioning) and decent driver attitude. Further work is, therefore, mainly concentrated on specific aspects of individual choice decisions among public transport users (e.g., choice of residential location, vehicle category and activity participation) to mode variables. Ory and Mokhtarian (2005), who found correlations between perceived behavioral control factors which connected to descriptive factors, and transportation mode selection.

5. Proposed integrative conceptual framework

Several relevant factors of mode choices are discussed in the literature review. Major portions among the literature are used to describe common traveler characteristics or attributes, which suggests their effect on mode choices. It is observed that a larger portion of the individual’s choice to travel by public transportation; and the research question exposed how attribute perception factors have an influence on mode choice of public transport users, where the choice model influenced the decision. Similarly, responses to motivational factors were used as explanatory variables for
estimating the different statements whose aim is to provide particularly differentiated motivational influence to mode choices.

A number of researchers have emphasized the necessity of a more robust approach to travel behavior, as well as research that incorporates both methods and bridges this knowledge gap (Van Acker et al., 2013) while adapting a framework developed by Michie et al. (2011) that is tailored to directly investigate the psychological perceptions and attitudes associated specifically with travel behavior. Additionally, these types of investigations are mostly suggestions, but cannot be significantly encompassed to the instance of perception based relationship, in light of fact that there is no proposed methodology for investigating gaps in attribute perception, travel behavior and mode choice. Several investigations have been highlighted in the review of the literature section, in connection with exploring broadly individual perceptions by linking numerous transport service facilities (Stradling et al., 2007). However, based on the literature review mentioned above, a total of twenty six variables as mentioned in the literature are considered to be aligned with capability, opportunity, and motivation, and treated as relevant variables to be used in the conceptual relationship model development as shown in Figure 2. It is defined as a norm of the individual attribute perception factors, with its specific focus on choice of public transport mode. This study also adopts that attitudes, subjective norms, and PBC are interact in some way in this investigation. Figure 2 shows the proposed conceptual framework for travel mode choice with regard to the use of public transportation integrated with the capacity, opportunity, and motivation factors.

Although the conceptual frameworks share common travel attributes of mode choice behavior and the need for integration, they differ in their emphasis on various aspects and mode choices of travelers. Consequently, none of the notions alone provides a comprehensive understanding. While conceptualizing capability, opportunity, and motivation establish proper perception factors for destination travel attributes, it overlooks what is being managed and ignores the mode choice study, particularly in the Southeast Asian context. The conceptual framework for public transportation mode choice behavior provides structured knowledge of the numerous factors and their influences that impact individual’s decisions when selecting a specific mode of public transportation. As a result, such a framework can have several integrating effects on travelers and decision makers.

(i) Integrating the capability factor of socio-demographics to the conceptual framework of mode choice behavior helps us understand user characteristics, allows for targeted interventions, promotes equity and accessibility, informs policy and planning decisions, and makes it easier to measure the effectiveness of interventions. By figuring out what makes a big difference in how people choose their mode of transportation, policymakers can create interventions that target specific groups, like making transportation more accessible, making it safer, or encouraging people to use public transportation.
Figure 2. Conceptual framework for the role of COM-B factors for travel behavior towards public transport use.

(ii) Creating the opportunity factor of land-use in the conceptual framework for mode choice behavior gives a more complete picture of how land use patterns, multi-modal integration, land use zoning, transit-oriented development (TOD), and urban form affect mode choices. With this information, policymakers, and urban planners who invest in transportation facilities can make decisions that will lead to more sustainable and efficient mode choices.

(iii) Adding the opportunity factor of service accessibility to the conceptual framework helps transportation planner to fully understand how service availability and distribution affect mode preferences. This knowledge helps shape strategies for promoting modal shift, making opportunities for everyone to have equal access, and guiding policy and infrastructure choices to make transportation systems that are sustainable and efficient.

(iv) Adding the opportunity factor of service quality and availability to the conceptual framework provides insight into mode preferences, satisfaction levels, user experience, and perception. It guides mode shift strategies, encourages public-private partnerships, and helps build integrated transportation systems. This
knowledge helps improve the quality and quantity of services, which in the end leads to more sustainable and efficient ways to get around. This knowledge helps improve service quality and availability, eventually leading to more sustainable and efficient mode choices.

(v) Incorporating the motivational factor of attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control into the conceptual framework for mode choice behavior allows for the comprehension of individual beliefs, social influences, and perceptions of control. This understanding facilitates the design of targeted interventions, the exploitation of social norms, and the enhancement of an individual’s perception of control in order to promote sustainable and efficient mode selection.

By underpinning the theories to create a comprehensive framework that can provide a complete picture of the different travel attribute factors influencing and possible ways to deal with the proposed framework, it is important to realize that attribute perception factors can not address the same perception due to cultural differences from Western to Eastern countries. Additionally, the exact perception may vary from one place to another. However, with this broader framework in place, it will be easier to make choices about priorities, how travel attributes should be used, and how to manage choice modes.

6. Findings and policy implication

This study’s conceptual framework, based on the COM-B model, highlights the critical role of capability, opportunity, and motivation factors influencing public transport mode choice in Southeast Asia.

Capability factors in socio-demographic and cultural considerations play a significant role. Women, for instance, may be more likely to use public transport due to safety concerns with private vehicles, particularly at night or in crowded areas (Noor and Iamtrakul, 2023). Policies promoting well-lit stations, security personnel, and designated waiting areas for women and children can enhance female ridership and address cultural norms around safety in public spaces. Similarly, age can influence choice, with younger and older adults relying more on public transport compared to working-age adults with higher car ownership rates (Molin et al., 2016). Concessionary fares for students and seniors, coupled with public transport education programs, can encourage use among these demographics. The presence of young children or dependents may also influence travel mode, as some prioritize the convenience of a car for family trips (Djurhuus et al., 2014). Policies promoting child-friendly public transport amenities (e.g., designated stroller areas, family restrooms) and family travel discounts can incentivize public transport use for families, catering to their specific needs.

These findings emphasize the need for a nuanced approach that addresses the diverse socio-demographic and cultural contexts influencing public transport use in Southeast Asia. Implementing targeted policies that consider gender safety concerns, cater to the needs of families with young children, and offer incentives for specific age groups can create a more inclusive and user-centric public transport system.

Unreliable schedules, infrequent service, limited coverage, and concerns about
safety and security can significantly discourage public transport use (Borhan et al., 2019). Policies promoting reliable service, improved amenities within the system, enhanced security measures, and network expansion can increase ridership and make public transport a more attractive option. Additionally, investing in first- and last-mile connectivity (e.g., feeder buses, cycling infrastructure) can significantly improve accessibility, particularly for residents in outlying areas. Government Policy and Infrastructure: Fuel subsidies and limited parking regulations in some Southeast Asian countries can incentivize private vehicle use. Implementing targeted policies, such as congestion charges and promoting integrated ticketing systems, can shift the opportunity landscape towards public transport use (Shelat et al., 2021). Furthermore, investments in dedicated bus lanes, pedestrian walkways, and cycling infrastructure can create a more integrated and user-friendly transportation network, promoting a modal shift.

By focusing on these opportunity factors, policymakers in Southeast Asia can develop strategies that improve service quality, expand service networks and accessibility, and implement strategic government policies to incentivize public transport use. This comprehensive approach can lead to a more efficient, user-friendly, and attractive public transport system, encouraging sustainable transportation choices in Southeast Asia.

Perceptions of public transport convenience, comfort, and environmental benefits can significantly influence ridership. Public awareness campaigns highlighting these advantages, alongside efforts to improve service quality and amenities, can promote more positive attitudes towards public transport (Brooks et al., 2012). Subjective norms: Social pressure from family, friends, and colleagues can play a role in travel behavior. Engaging with community leaders and influencers to promote the social benefits of public transport use can create a more supportive environment for ridership. Additionally, information campaigns showcasing the growing number of public transport users can address potential feelings of isolation associated with using public transport (Loo et al., 2015). Perceived behavioral control: People are more likely to use public transport if they believe it is a convenient and readily available option. Investing in network expansion, improving service frequency and reliability, and providing real-time information on schedules and disruptions can enhance users’ sense of control over their public transport journeys (Hu et al., 2015).

By addressing these motivation factors, policymakers in Southeast Asia can create a more positive and encouraging environment for public transport use. This includes promoting positive attitudes through awareness campaigns, fostering social acceptance through community engagement, and enhancing perceived behavioral control by improving service reliability, accessibility, and information provision. A multi-pronged approach targeting these factors can increase public transport ridership and contribute to a more sustainable transportation system in Southeast Asia.

7. Conclusion

This study developed a theoretical and conceptual framework from the literature review, whereby variables have been justified and summarized accordingly. The overall methodical approach and objectives of this conceptual framework were
structured into three sections, namely, opportunity factors related to transportation can be described by specific service attributes such as travel fare, travel time, waiting time, cleanliness, comfort, reliability, and accessibility factors such as travel distance, walkability, and walking time (between home to bus stop), and land-use factors such as density development, land-use design, and mixed land-use. Capability factors can be described as socio-demographic characteristics such as gender, age, family member, vehicle ownership, education status, status of passenger, income level and cultural attributes. Motivation factors can be described as attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control. Particularly, the study describes the conceptual framework and its variables that have been proposed for this study, where transport provision factors have extended from the perception of the typical attributes to the new form. This study attempts to acknowledge the usually overlooked attribute perception factors of decision-makers, comparatively due to its hidden nature to transport analysts and the potential problems of lower quality demand analysis thereof. This study underpinning the COM-B and TPB modeling framework. This consideration is important because it demonstrates how travelers make their choices with different attribute perception factors. These findings highlight the need for strategic planning, targeted interventions, and informed policy development to address the identified limitations and guide future research efforts. The main contribution of this study is that the proposed framework expects to link three variables of COM-B to predict the behavioral motivation for choosing public transport mode. This study investigates whether motivation variables can predict unobserved underlying factors influencing behavior, such as attitudes, perceived behavioral control, and subjective norms. Because uncovered latent factors are difficult to predict the relationship between these constructs and observable capacity and opportunity variables may assist in anticipating such variables. Therefore, this study develops a framework to reflect a recovery from travel attribute factors which will be of significant value in research on predicting the mode choice in Southeast Asian countries’ public transport users.

This study’s framework offers valuable insights into understanding behavioral factors influencing public transport mode choice in Southeast Asia. However, some limitations are important to consider for future research. Firstly, existing data sources may not fully capture regional and cultural nuances. User surveys and focus groups in specific Southeast Asian countries or demographies could provide robust data. Secondly, the framework primarily focuses on urban areas. Further research is needed to explore travel behavior and public transport use in peri-urban and rural areas, which present unique challenges and opportunities. Additionally, the cross-sectional analysis provides a snapshot in time. Longitudinal studies tracking travel behavior over time could offer deeper insights into how attitudes, norms, and perceptions evolve alongside changes in public transport infrastructure and policies. Finally, the focus on three motivation factors (attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control) could be expanded.

By addressing these limitations and pursuing these future research directions, we can gain a deeper understanding of complex factors such as cultural values, comparative studies, trust in public institutions, and perceptions of safety, particularly for women and vulnerable groups influencing public transport behavior in Southeast Asia. This knowledge can empower policymakers and transportation authorities to
develop more effective strategies that promote sustainable and user-friendly public transport systems in the region.
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